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1 Introduction 
Sniff and Sniff-Subrating modes provide an effective means to reduce the power consumed by a pair of 
connected Bluetooth devices. This white paper attempts to clarify the use of these modes by elaborating on 
the information contained in the Bluetooth core specification. 

1.1 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Contributors 

Name Company 
ACL  Asynchronous Connection-oriented (logical transport) 
eSCO Extended Synchronous Connection-Oriented 
FHS Frequency Hop Synchronization (packet) 
HCI Host Controller Interface 
HF Hands Free device role of the HFP 
HFP Hands-Free Profile 
L2CAP Logical Link Control And Adaptation Protocol 
LMP Link Manager Protocol 
LT_ADDR Logical Transport Address  
PBAP Phonebook Access Profile 
PMP Participant in Multiple Piconets 
PPM Parts Per Million 
SCO Synchronous connection-Oriented 

1.2 REFERENCES 
[1] Bluetooth Core Specification 2.0 + EDR, 4 November 2004 

[2] 2. Bluetooth Core Specification 2.1 + EDR, 26 July 2007 
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2 An Idle ACL Connection 
2.1 PURPOSES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Before discussing sniff mode it is important to have a good understanding of Bluetooth communications at the 
baseband level.  

This section examines link maintenance for an established ACL link with no active traffic from higher protocol 
layers (L2CAP and above). The process of establishing the link is outside the scope of this paper. 

2.2 CLOCKS AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
Data communications are inherently based on a master clock, but before digging into that, consider two non-
digital data analogies. 

Case 1: A common clock is shared by all participants, a sporting event for example. The game clock is 
displayed on the scoreboard for all to see. Everyone has access to the information and knows exactly when 
the game will pause or end. 

Moving back to the world of digital data, consider a wired serial connection with a flow control signal. The 
sending side knows exactly when to send the data because the receiving side can use the flow control signal 
to request the data. In Bluetooth wireless technology1 each side of the connection has a clock that is used to 
determine when to send, and listen for, data. The clock does not provide the time base for individual bits, but 
rather acts in a manner similar to the flow control by defining when a packet of data should be sent and when 
the receiver should listen for that data.  

Case 2: Each participant has an independent clock. For example, consider this scenario. 

Charles sends an email to Teddy that says, “I’ll call you tomorrow at nine AM, m y time”. The next day Teddy 
is sitting at his desk 15 minutes before the appointed time contemplating Charles’s email and trying to decide 
whether he should walk down to the cafeteria for a coffee, or stay at his desk and listen for the phone to ring.  
His decision process must take into account these parameters: 

1. What is the time difference between Teddy’s location and Charles’s location? 

2. How likely is it that Charles will call exactly at nine and not a few seconds before or after? 

3. How likely is it that Charles’s clock is running a bit slow and he will call 10 minutes late? 

4. How likely is it that Charles’s clock is running a bit fast and he will call 10 minutes early? 

5. How likely is it that Charles’s routine will be disrupted and he will not call at all? 

We assume that Teddy actually wants to talk to Charles, so before he leaves his desk he must determine if a 
trip to the cafeteria will cause him to miss the call. We also assume that Teddy wants a cup of coffee, so if 
Charles does not call exactly by the stroke of nine, he must decide when to stop waiting and go for coffee. 

Moving back to Bluetooth wireless technology, all of the parameters that Teddy must consider represent 
important Bluetooth concepts.  

In our example Teddy is listening for his phone to announce Charles’s call. In Bluetooth wireless technology, 
the Slave device must listen for a transmission from the Master device. 

 
1 This whitepaper only applies to Basic Rate/Extended Data Rate (BR/EDR) connections. 
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Since both devices operate using their own independent clocks, and the master’s data transmissions are 
based on its own clock value2, it is important that the slave have enough information to know when, and for 
how long, to listen.  

Item 1: Teddy knows that he is located one time zone west of Charles, therefore when Charles says “9 AM 
my time”, Teddy must subtract one hour and expect the call at 8 AM by his clock. Bluetooth clocks are not 
synchronized to an absolute value like local time of day. What is important is the difference between the 
master and slave clock. If the master’s clock value is 100 and the slave’s is 91, then the clock offset3 is 9. 
Since the slave device knows the offset, and knows that the master will only transmit on even slot numbers, 
the slave will add 9 to its clock value to determine when to listen. 

Item 2: At exactly five seconds before the hour Charles hits the speed dial for Teddy. When will Teddy’s 
phone ring? That depends on how long it takes the network to make the connection. This value is likely not 
deterministic. It might take two seconds, it might take five. Each time Charles places a call, this time might be 
different. For the Bluetooth case, this deviation is called jitter. Non-quantifiable effects can alter the arrival of 
a packet by a small amount of time. Jitter is a per-instance variance from the ideal and does not accumulate 
over time. 

Items 3 and 4: These are related to the overall accuracy of the frequency of each device’s Bluetooth clock. 
Any clock has an inherent level of accuracy, meaning that it will run slightly faster or slower than the nominal 
frequency. Over time, this constant error will accumulate into a non-trivial deviation from the nominal clock 
value. This is called drift. How long it takes for the accumulated error to become non-trivial depends on the 
accuracy of the clock. Clock accuracy information is shared between the master and slave devices during link 
establishment. For Bluetooth timing calculations the drift rate of both the master and slave clocks must be 
considered. 

Item 5: Most college students are familiar with the ‘15 minute rule.’ If the professor does not show up within 15 
minutes of the scheduled start of the class, the students leave and enjoy the extra free time. Likewise Teddy 
will decide how long to wait for Charles to call before concluding that, if he hasn’t called by now, he probably 
will not. Back to Bluetooth wireless technology; operating a receiver may draw as much or more power as 
transmitting data. The slave device will start listening at a time calculated from the values described in Items 
1-4. The slave will also calculate a value for how long it must continue listening. The longer it listens, the more 
power is consumed, so the value must be long enough to provide a high probability that anything sent its way 
will be heard, but not indefinite. This period of listening time is called the uncertainty window and brackets 
the theoretical point in time when a transmission should begin if the two clocks are perfectly synchronized and 
jitter and drift are both zero. 

2.3 SLOT TIMING 
Bluetooth protocols are driven by a free running system clock with a frequency of 3.2 kHz, which yields a 
period of 312.5 μs. The 312.5 μs slot timing is used during inquiry and paging and will not be discussed here. 
Communications between two connected devices are based on a period of 625 μs, or twice the period of the 
basic clock. In Bluetooth-speak this period is known as a slot and is the basic unit of Bluetooth time 
measurement. 

Reliable Bluetooth communication depends on knowing when the next slot starts. In an ideal universe this 
would be exactly 625 μs from the start of the current slot. In the real world, things are not so precise. As 
demonstrated in the previous section, drift and jitter conspire to make the precise location of any given slot a 
bit fuzzy. Before discussing how to estimate that value, consider what is known about any given link and how 
it is known. 

 
2 The Bluetooth clock is a 28 bit free running counter with a defined frequency tolerance 
3 This is a simplification as the master and slave clocks have slightly different frequencies and hence 
the relative offset will drift slowly. 
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Item 1, clock offset: During connection establishment the master sends a Frequency Hop Synchronization 
(FHS) to the slave. Along with other information, this packet contains the current clock value of the master. 
The slave device uses this value to compute the difference (offset) between its clock and the master’s clock.  

Item 2, jitter: The core specification Volume 2, Part B, section 2.2.5 defines worst case jitter for an active 
connection. “The instantaneous timing shall not deviate more than 1 μs from the average timing.” So the 
maximum jitter is, by definition, ±1 μs. 

Items 3 and 4, drift: As with jitter, the maximum clock drift is defined by the core specification. In STANDBY 
and in Park, Hold, and Sniff modes the native clock may be driven by a low power oscillator (LPO) with worst 
case accuracy (± 250ppm). Otherwise, the native clock shall be driven by the reference crystal oscillator with 
worst case accuracy of ±20ppm4.A device may request the drift and jitter of its partner’s clock by using the 
LMP command LMP_timing_accuracy_req. (see core specification Volume 2, Part C, Section 4.3.1 for more 
details). 

Item 5, uncertainty: This is calculated by the slave from the previously discussed information. 

Using this information, the time for the kth slot boundary may be calculated using this equation: 

( ) offsetjTdt k

k
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Nik ++⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝
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+= ∑

=1
1  

Equation 1: From Core spec 2.1+EDR – Vol. 2, Part B, sect. 2.2.5 
Where:  

 tk is the slot boundary time 

 di is the drift for the ith slot 

 TN is the nominal slot length of 625 μs 

 jk is the absolute value of jitter 

 offset is the value added to the slave’s clock to align it with the master clock 

Some simplifying assumptions can be applied when computing tk. Since the actual drift value for each slot is 
unknown, the worst case value of 20 (or 250 for the low power clock) ppm is used. Since the slot length also 
remains fixed, this equation is used: 

 

offsetjkdtk +++= )*)625*)1(((  

Equation 2: Simplified slot boundary time 
For the low power clock (250 ppm) this simplifies to: 

offsetjktk ++= )*15625.625(  

Equation 3: Slot boundary time for 250 ppm clock 
For the high accuracy (20 ppm) clock: 

offsetjktk ++= )*0125.625(  

Equation 4: Slot boundary time for 20 ppm clock 

                                                 
4 Core specification 2.1 + EDR, Volume 2, Part B, Section 1.1 
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The core specification (Volume 2, 2.2.5.1) suggests that the slave device in normal operation should use an 
uncertainty window of 20 μs. (See Figure 1). That is, the slave will start listening for a master to slave 
transmission 10 μs before its own slot boundary and continue for 10 μs after the boundary. If no packet 
addressed to the slave is detected in that window, the slave may cease listening and wait for the next window, 
two slots later. Obviously keeping the slave’s uncertainty window as small as possible is a key to conserving 
power, which is important to devices such as headsets that operate on small internal batteries. 

 

Figure 1: Slot time and uncertainty window 
Each time the slave device receives a packet from the master, it will update its local timing data using the 
actual packet arrival time. This allows the slave to begin looking for the next transmission at the received 
packet arrival time plus 1240 μs (two slot times minus the 10 μs, i.e. one half of the uncertainty window).  The 
implication is that the slave must receive periodic transmissions in order to keep in sync with the master. If the 
transmissions are spread further apart, the slave must widen its uncertainty window, or it may never be able 
to re-sync with the master, causing a link loss due to link supervision timeout. When two connected devices 
are unable to exchange packets for an agreed-up period of time, the link supervision timeout value, the 
connection is automatically terminated. 

Consider an example from two real devices. The trace snapshot in Figure 2 below illustrates the link 
maintenance packet exchanges using POLL and NULL packets. Since neither packet carries payload data 
they are very small, which reduces power consumption. The master device sends a POLL (slaves are not 
permitted to send POLL packets). A POLL packet requires the slave to respond even if it has no data to 
transmit at the time. If the link is not currently carrying LMP or higher protocol data, the slave will respond with 
a NULL packet. 

 

Figure 2: POLL and NULL packets in sniffer trace window 
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The TimeDelta field shows that the master sends a POLL packet at approximately 20 ms intervals. Dividing 
20 ms by the slot time of 625 μs means that the master sends a POLL every 32 slots (approx.). Assuming the 
slave is on its low power clock, and using the previously derived equation, the worst case clock drift is 5 μs. 
For the active master, which is using its higher accuracy clock, the drift is constrained to 0.4 μs. Since each 
device has a maximum allowed jitter of 1 μs, the maximum deviation from ideal is calculated by adding these 
terms. 

Slave drift + Slave jitter + Master drift + Master jitter -> 5 μs + 1 μs + 0.4 μs + 1 μs = 7.4 μs 

This result, 7.4 μs, aligns quite well with the ± 10 μs uncertainty window required by the Bluetooth Core 
Specification. 

Keep in mind that it is the slave’s duty to keep its clock in sync with the master and to adjust the uncertainty 
window if the interval between master transmissions increases. This is reflected in the core spec (Volume 2, 
2.2.5.2) where it is noted that a slave may lose synchronization with its master if it does not receive a packet 
within 250 ms5 when both devices are using their high accuracy clocks. Given what is known about link 
maintenance, does this make sense? Dividing by slot time 250 ms yields 400 slots. Multiplying by the worst 
case drift of 20 ppm gives 5 μs per device. Adding the jitter, the worst case skew at 250 ms is 12 μs, which is 
outside the recommended ± 10 μs uncertainty window used by default in active links. This warning indeed is a 
logical implication of the link parameters. 

When two devices do not exchange packets for an extended period of time and lose synchronization, due to 
sniff mode for example, they will need to resynchronize. Since the master’s clock is always used to control the 
link, the work must be done by the slave device. The slave calculates the next master to slave transmission 
slot, the frequency of that transmission (frequency is determined from the master’s Bluetooth device address 
and the master’s clock) and the uncertainty window. During this period the slave listens for the master’s 
transmission, with both devices using their higher accuracy (20 ppm) clocks. As the time between master to 
slave transmissions increases, it is also necessary to increase the length of the slave’s uncertainty window to 
guaranty the slave will receive the transmission.  The window may be longer than a slot time (625 μs) but 
cannot overlap the next window – see Figure 3. As an example, if there are no packets exchanged for 1 
second, the maximum skew will be ± 42 μs, or an uncertainty window of 84 μs. The slave should start 
listening for the master’s transmission no later than 42 μs before the predicted slot boundary.  

 

Figure 3: Uncertainty window 

2.4 SNIFF MODE 
Since many Bluetooth devices operate on battery power, it is important that mechanisms are available to 
minimize current drain during periods of inactivity. As shown by the sniffer-trace example of link maintenance 
(Figure 2 and associated text) a connected pair of Bluetooth devices must constantly exchange packets to 
maintain proper clock synchronization. In the case illustrated the master sent a POLL to the slave at intervals 
of approximately 20 ms. The interested reader can determine that this equates to 50 POLL/NULL pairs per 

 
5 The 250 ms value is based only on active mode (high accuracy) clock drift and does not include jitter. 
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second. While these packets are short they are still consuming device power even when there is no profile 
level data to transmit.  

Sniff mode is one of three low power modes defined by the Bluetooth core specification, the other two being 
hold and park state6, which will not be further discussed in this white paper. Sniff mode provides the 
mechanism to define extended periods of time during which the master and slave devices will not exchange 
ACL packets. Synchronous packet transmissions, such as SCO and eSCO, are not affected by sniff mode. 
Sniff mode scheduled absences may allow the local device to conserve power by turning off its radio and 
entering a low power mode. Sniff mode may also be used by a device that is a participant in multiple piconets 
(often called scatternet) when it needs to perform some over-the-air action in another piconet. 

The following terminology is important when discussing sniff mode, some of the concepts are difficult to 
express in words so examples will follow the definitions: 

• Anchor point – The slot boundary that defines the period when a slave device will listen for a 
transmission from its master device. The actual point in time where the slave enables its receiver will 
be derived from the anchor point by subtracting half of the uncertainty window duration. This means the 
uncertainty window length depends on the duration of link inactivity and the accuracy of the slot clocks 
on each device. 

• Tsniff – Is the number of slots between adjacent anchor points. Since the master can only send data to 
the slave during even numbered slots, this value must be an even integer greater than zero. 

• Dsniff – Is an offset value that must be an even integer between zero and (Tsniff - 2). An anchor point 
must satisfy the relationship:  

• Dsniff = Clock_Value (bits 26-1) mod Tsniff 
• This equation is discussed in greater detail in the next section. 
• Nsniff attempt – Is the number of master-to-slave slots, including the anchor point, that the slave shall listen 

for transmissions from the master. Since this value represents only slots with a clock value divisible by 
2, its value must be in the range: )2/(1 sniffTN ≤≤  

• Nsniff timeout – Is the number of master-to-slave slots that the slave continues to listen for master-to-slave 
packets after the slave has received a packet containing its own LT_ADDR. This window allows 
exchanges to continue once data starts flowing without having to wait for the next anchor point. The 
sniff timeout counter will restart when a packet is received or, if the exchange continues long enough, 
at the next sniff anchor point 

• Sniff instant – This term is used twice in the Bluetooth Core 2.1+EDR specification but never defined. 
What should have been written is Sniff Anchor Point. 

It is important to note that a device is allowed to override the rules and stop listening prior to sniff attempt or 
sniff timeout expiration if it must attend to activity in another piconet. Consider these parameters as being best 
effort suggestions. 

2.4.1 SNIFF PARAMETER DIAGRAMS 
Some of the following timing diagrams are designed to illustrate concepts and are not representative of 
sensible sniff parameters. There would be little point in setting the sniff interval to six, for example. 
However, it is rather easy to create a timing diagram that shows six slots. A discussion of realistic sniff 
parameters is included following the parameter definition diagrams. 

                                                 
6 Park state is mentioned for completeness, but its use is discouraged and the feature is expected to 
be deprecated and removed from the core specification in the near future. 
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Figure 4: Tsniff interval 
Figure 4 illustrates a Tsniff interval of 6. Here, the initial sniff anchor point is defined by the relationship: 

Clock26-1 mod Tsniff = 0 
Equation 5: Tsniff relation to clock 

To put it another way, when the slot clock value is evenly divisible by 6, then that slot is the sniff anchor 
point. The careful reader will notice that the equation uses only 26 bits of the 28 bit Bluetooth clock. The 
high order bit, bit 27, is ignored. In the core spec there are actually two equations listed, but they both 
ignore bit 27. The low order bit, bit 0, is not used as the clock runs at twice the slot rate. Slots are 625 μs 
but the clock period is 312.5 μs. Since sniff is only concerned with full slots, the low order bit is not 
considered.  

After the initial anchor point is determined, subsequent anchor points are calculated by adding the fixed 
interval Tsniff to the clock value of the current sniff anchor point. Since the clock can roll over, the “Clock 
modulo Tsniff = 0” relationship may not be maintained. In other words, the value of Dsniff may change when 
the clock rolls over. 

This is not the complete story. Consider the case where a master device has two slaves and both slaves 
need to be put into sniff mode with Tsniff = 6. Equation 5 implies that the anchor points for both devices 
would coincide. Since the master can only address one slave in any given slot, this would not work. 
Fortunately the sniff feature also provides for an offset, Dsniff, within the Tsniff interval that covers this 
situation. So in actuality, equation 5 is a specific case, the more general case is shown below in equation 
6. 

Clock26-1 mod Tsniff = Dsniff

Equation 6: Tsniff relation to clock 
Figure 5 illustrates the same sniff connection that is represented in Figure 4, but with the addition of a 
second device connection using Tsniff = 6 and Dsniff = 2. 
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Anchor Point  Anchor PointAnchor Point, Dev 2 

Tsniff 

 

Figure 5: Add second connection to show Dsniff=0 (red) and Dsniff=2 (blue) 
Sniff is designed to save power by reducing the amount of link maintenance data exchanged between the 
two devices and to allow PMP devices to be absent from one piconet while they are participating in 
another piconet. In these cases sniff anchor points may be one or two seconds apart. If a sniff anchor 
point transaction is lost, possibly due to the master being unexpectedly busy in a second piconet, or a 
dropped master to slave packet, the slave will need to wait for another sniff interval to pass before it can 
communicate with the master. In order to improve link robustness, the sniff setup includes a parameter 
that changes the anchor point concept from one slot to several slots. 

M  SM  S M S M S

Nsniff attempt = 3 

Anchor Point
 

Figure 6: Sniff attempts illustrated 
Figure 6 illustrates a link with a Tsniff value greater than 6, since another anchor point is not visible in the 
diagram, and an Nsniff attempt of 3. Important points to note are: 

• Nsniff attempt is a count of master to slave slots 
• Nsniff attempt includes the anchor point so it must be set to 1 or more 
• The maximum value of sniff attempt is Tsniff / 2 
• The slave is required to listen at each M -> S slot during the Nsniff attempt period. 
Just as Nsniff attempt may be used to increases the robustness of reestablishing a connection at a sniff 
anchor point, Nsniff timeout may be used to insure that devices can complete any required data transfers 
before they return to a low power state awaiting the next sniff anchor point. 

The following diagrams will illustrate all of these concepts. 
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Nsniff attempt = 1 

M  SM SM SM  S 

 

Figure 7: Anchor point with no communication from master 
In Figure 7, the slave receives no data from the master in the designated slot. Since the Nsniff attempt value is 
1, the slave does not need to continue to listen in the next master to slave slot. Instead it resumes low 
power mode and waits for the next sniff anchor point when it will wake up and listen again for a packet 
from the master. 

NP

Nsniff attempt = 1 

M  SM SM SM  S 

 

Figure 8: Anchor point with no data 
InFigure 8, the master sends a POLL packet at the anchor point. The slave answers with a NULL packet. 
Since no ACL data was transmitted, the slave is allowed to go back to low power mode and await the 
next sniff anchor point. But note, the rules do say that the slave may continue to listen at master to slave 
slots. 

M  S M S M S M  S

Nsniff attempt = 1 Nsniff timeout = 2 Nsniff timeout = 2 

 

Figure 9:Anchor point with ACL data 
In Figure 9 the master sends ACL data to the slave and the slave responds with ACL data for the master. 
At this point, since the Nsniff timeout value is 2, the slave will continue to listen for more traffic from the 
master. The slave receives another ACL data packet from the master and responds in kind. Since data 
was exchange, the timeout counter is restarted and the slave will continue to listen for data until the 
timeout expires with no master to slave ACL data received. 
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M  SM  S M S M S

Nsniff attempt = 1 Nsniff timeout = 2 

 

Figure 10: Anchor point with one data exchange 
Figure 10 illustrates a data timeout. The master and slave exchange data at the anchor point. The slave 
continues to listen for 2 more master-to-slave slots. Seeing no traffic from the master, the slave resumes 
low power mode until the next sniff anchor point. 

A

N
s

N
s

 

Figure 11: Anchor point during data exchange 
In Figure 11, the two devices have continued to exchange data through an entire Tsniff interval. When the 
anchor point arrives all sniff values are reset and the link is waiting for the anchor point packet. Note that 
the sniff timeout still had one slot to go, but was terminated at the anchor point. Once the next anchor 
point arrives, the behaviors defined by Figure 7 through Figure 10 are again applicable. 

2.5 REQUESTING SNIFF MODE 
The preceding discussion of sniff parameters describes the link manager view of sniff. Remember, it is 
ultimately up to the LM software to negotiate the details of link management including reserved slot 
allocations for synchronous data, and certain sniff parameters. The application code makes requests of the 
link manager and the link manager negotiates the details with the remote device’s link manager. 

In systems where the optional HCI layer is employed, Sniff mode is requested by the host stack using the HCI 
command HCI_Sniff_Mode. The required parameters are: 

• Connection_Handle – a two octet number that identifies the affected ACL connection 
• Sniff_Max_Interval – the maximum number of slots that the link may remain in sniff mode or, using the 

LMP terms, the maximum value of Tsniff. This value must be an even number as it relates to master to 
slave slots, which are always even. This value must be greater than the sniff minimum interval and 
mandatory range is between 0x6 and 0x540. This equates to 3.75 msec through 840 msec. 
Implementations may allow values outside the mandatory range. 

• Sniff_Min_Interval – the lower acceptable value for Tsniff. The value range is the same as for the max 
interval above, but it must be less than the specified max interval. 

• Sniff_Attempt – the number of master to slave slots, including the sniff anchor slot, that slave device 
will monitor for transmissions. Cannot exceed Tsniff / 2. 

• Sniff_Timeout – when > 0, the number of master to slave slots that the slave will continue to listen after 
receiving a master packet containing ACL data. 
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Note that, since the application layer cannot know what allocations are being made by the LM, it is up to the 
LM to negotiate the values for Tsniff and Dsniff so they are not a part of the HCI parameter set for sniff. 
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2.6 SELECTING SNIFF PARAMETERS 
When using sniff for power savings a few things must be considered.  

1. What is the required response time? 

Some applications need a rapid response from their partner device. A 100 msec delay in transmitting a 
Headset Profile button push to answer a call may be acceptable. A one second delay may not be. Each 
application will need to evaluate their specific needs, and run experiments, to determine a suitable value for 
the sniff interval.  

2. What power savings can be expected at different sniff intervals? 

Figure 12 shows an example of a current vs. sniff interval curve. This chart is not based on a specific 
implementation and should not be used in the design of a product. Rather it shows a general trend where 
small values of sniff interval provide minimal power savings, but larger values show diminishing returns. As 
the sniff interval becomes longer, the slave must expand its uncertainty window to allow for clock drift, so it 
uses more power per anchor point. Consult your Bluetooth chip supplier for information that is specific to your 
implementation. Also, keep in mind that it may be possible to place an external processor in a low power state 
when the Bluetooth chip is in sniff mode, thus increasing the power savings. If this is a possibility in your 
design, be sure to consider the wake-up time for the processor and how it affects the required response time 
as discussed in item 1. For this particular design, setting the sniff interval somewhere in the 80-100 msec 
range is probably the best choice. A shorter interval increases power rapidly, while a longer interval 
decreases responsiveness with little additional power savings. 

 
Figure 12: Example current vs. Sniff interval chart 
3. Sniff attempts and timeout values 
In addition to the absolute latency imposed by the sniff interval, product designers must also consider link 
robustness and data transfer characteristics when selecting values for Nsniff attempt and Nsniff timeout. In a perfect 
world the slave device will always receive the master to slave transmission at the sniff anchor point. 
Realistically there is always a chance that the packet will be lost due to RF interference. If the sniff attempt 
value is set to 1, then the slave will be forced to wait another full sniff interval for the next opportunity to 
transmit to the master. This may be acceptable. If, for example, the slave is a remote sensor that only needs 
to transmit stored data that is not time critical, then missing an anchor point is OK. Other applications may 
have different needs. 
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Setting Nsniff attempt to a small value > 1 will greatly increase the probability of a successful resumption of 
communications at the cost of slightly higher power consumption. A commonly used sniff attempt value for 
Bluetooth mobile phones connected to a Hands Free Profile device is four master-to-slave slots with a sniff 
interval of 0.5 seconds. 

Defining a sensible value for Nsniff timeout is a bit more problematic since this parameter really only benefits the 
master. The slave can only transmit in odd numbered slots if it has received a packet from the master in the 
preceding slot. Sniff timeout causes the slave to keep listening but, unless the master sends something its 
way, it cannot transmit in the slave-to-master slots within the defined interval. To illustrate, consider this 
example. 

Before there was a phone book access profile (PBAP), many hands free devices requested the phone’s 
phonebook by using a set of GSM AT commands and responses. This protocol was not defined in a Bluetooth 
profile, but was widely implemented and worked fairly well. Now consider the hands free device (HF) as 
master and the phone as a slave. The link is in sniff mode with a sniff interval of one second. The HF waits for 
the next sniff anchor and transmits a request for the phone to send a phonebook entry. The phone receives 
the request but cannot access the data, format it, and queue it for transmission in time to send it in the slave 
transmission slot. The LM of the HF (master) has no knowledge of the protocol layer so it does not know that 
the slave has data to send so, having communicated with the slave at the anchor point, it treats the link as 
asleep until the next anchor point, one second later. At that time, the slave sends its phonebook entry. If the 
master is ready for the next request, or if the link has a sufficiently long sniff timeout, the master can send its 
next request. The slave will have the same problem as it did with the first request. It will not be able to answer 
the master immediately, so it again waits for a sniff anchor point. One phonebook entry is transferred per 
second. If the phonebook is large, it takes a long time to transfer it. 

Now reverse the roles. If the phone is the master, and the timeout value is sufficient, it can tolerate a slight 
delay in responding to a phonebook request from the HF since the HF, as slave, will continue to listen for Nsniff 

timeout slots after receiving data. If the HF is able to keep on top of sending the next request in a timely manner, 
there two devices may be able to transfer all of the phonebook data without constantly waiting for the next 
anchor point. There was no typical value seen in the timeout values of several vendors. Some were 0, some 
1, and some as high as 8. 

4. Find what works for you 

The bottom line is this; the value set in all of these parameters depends on the use case and the role 
assignments for the devices involved. The best way to set these values is to do a lot of interoperability testing 
and try different combinations of values to see which works best when considering both power consumption 
and responsiveness.  

2.7 SNIFF SUB-RATING 

2.7.1 SNIFF SUB-RATING OVERVIEW 
Sniff sub-rating (SSR) provides a means to further reduce power consumed by link management. SSR 
allows either device to increase the time between sniff anchor points. While this change will reduce the 
responsiveness of the link, it also reduces the number of packets that are exchanged to maintain the link 
and thus reduces power consumption. 

SSR is particularly useful for devices that have periods of activity separated by long periods of inactivity. 
A computer mouse would be a good example. A user working with a word processor might use the 
mouse to open a document and position the cursor. Once that is accomplished the user might use only 
the keyboard for an extended time, never touching the mouse. During these periods of inactivity, the 
mouse can move into SSR mode and reduce its power consumption.  

SSR parameters are established by the use of the HCI command HCI_Sniff_Subrating. The key 
parameters are: 

Maximum_Latency: Is specified in units of baseband slots (625 μs). This value is used by the link 
manager (LM) layer to calculate the value of max_sniff_subrate, which is sent as a parameter of the LMP 
command used to start sniff subrating. Note: The core specification refers to this value as 
max_sniff_subrate, maximum_sniff subrate, or max subrate, depending on which section you reference. 
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While these terms all mean the same thing, this document will use only max_sniff_subrate to avoid 
confusion. 

Minimum_Remote_Timeout and Minimum_Local_Timeout: Is specified in units of baseband slots (625 
μs). This value is used by the link manager (LM) layer to determine when to transition a device from sniff 
mode to sniff sub-rating mode.  

At the baseband level, the max_sniff_subrate is an integer multiplier applied to the basic Tsniff value. For 
example if Tsniff is 20 slots and max_sniff_subrate is 4, then when the device enters sniff subrating mode 
each anchor point will be separated by 80 slots. 

2.7.2 ESTABLISHING SNIFF SUB-RATING MODE 
Sniff sub-rating mode is initiated when one of the devices sends the LMP command 
LMP_sniff_subrating_req and the other device responds with LMP_sniff_subrating_res. In this exchange, 
the link master device shall provide a Bluetooth clock value known as the sniff sub-rating instant. This 
clock value must be in the future and will be the point at which sniff sub-rating mode begins. 

These PDUs also exchange the max_sniff_subrate values used by each device. This number is 
calculated and must not cause the time between anchor points to exceed either the HCI-supplied 
maximum latency or the link supervision timeout value. If the value exceeds the latter, the link will time-
out and disconnect waiting for the next anchor point. If the master needs to change the link supervision 
time out (LSTO) value, and the new value is less than the sniff sub-rating anchor point interval, the 
master must exit sniff sub-rating before setting the LSTO value and then re-establish sniff sub-rating. 

2.7.3 MOVING BETWEEN SNIFF AND SNIFF SUB-RATING MODES 
Each device can move between sniff mode and sniff sub-rating mode independently of the other device. 
Since all sub-rating anchor points are also sniff anchor points, the devices will eventually reconnect. 

As a part of establishing sniff sub-rating, each device will provide a time-out value via the HCI layer. 
When a device enters sniff mode a timer will be started. When the timer exceeds the sub-rating time-out 
value, the device will transition to sniff sub-rating mode. Since the two devices may have different time-
out values, the current mode of each device is independent of the mode of the other device. 

A device shall transition from sniff subrating mode to sniff mode whenever it receives ACL-C data, used 
to carry LMP signaling between devices, or ACL-U data, used to carry L2CAP data between devices, 
from its partner device. This transition to sniff mode will continue until the sniff timeout timer returns the 
device to sniff subrating mode. 

A slave device shall temporarily exit sniff subrating mode and enter sniff mode while waiting for baseband 
acknowledgement of a transmitted packet. 

2.7.4 SYNCING DEVICES IN SNIFF SUBRATING MODE 
Once sniff subrating mode is established, each device of the pair may enter or exit subrating mode 
independently of the other. This means there are four possible states. 

1 – Neither device is in subrating mode – normal sniff mode rules apply 

2 – The piconet master is in subrating mode, the slave is in sniff mode 

3 – The piconet master is in sniff mode, the slave is in subrating mode 

4 – Both devices are in subrating mode 

In cases 2 and 3 the not-subrating device will either transmit or listen (depending on its role, master or 
slave) every Tsniff slots. Since the other device will transmit or listen less often, based on its 
max_sniff_subrate value, this device will determine the latency for re-establishing communications. 

Case 4 is more complex as the two devices may have different value for max_sniff_subrate. Consider the 
case where Tsniff is 10, the master’s max_sniff_subrate value is 5 and the slaves max_sniff_subrate value 
is 3. If each device simply used its own max_sniff_subrate value it would take quite a while for the two 
devices to reconnect: 
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Master transmits @ Slave listens @ 
 30 
50  
 60 
 90 
100  
 120 
150 150 

Table 1 - Slow reconnect possible 
However, the specification does provide a more sensible way to calculate subrating anchor points. 

If the two max_sniff_subrate values are the same, then each device uses that value as expected. As an 
example, here is a table where Tsniff is 20, the max_sniff_subrate value is 3 for both devices. 

 
Master transmits @ Slave listens @ 
60 60 
120 120 
180 180 
240 240 
300 300 
Etc… Etc… 

Table 2 - Identical max_sniff_subrate values 
If the two max_sniff_subrate values differ, the device with the smaller value for max_sniff_subrate 
continues to transmit (or listen) as shown in Table 2. 

The device with the larger local max_sniff_subrate value instead uses the smaller value to calculate 
potential anchor points. So, potentially it might also continue to transmit (or listen) as in Table 2.  

The use of the word “potentially” is explained by the addition of one more rule. A value, simply referred to 
as ‘j’ is calculated by dividing the larger max_sniff_subrate value by the smaller one and truncating any 
fractional part of the result. For example for values 5 and 3: 

5/3 = 1.66 therefore j = 1 

For values 11 and 4: 

11/4 = 2.75 therefore j = 2 

The device with the larger local max_sniff_subrate value must transmit (or listen) at least once every j 
anchor points. Returning to the case shown in Table 1 where Tsniff is 10, the master’s max_sniff_subrate 
value is 5 and the slaves max_sniff_subrate value is 3, which yields a value of 1 for j. This requires the 
master to transmit every 30 slots.  

Master transmits @ Slave listens @ 
30 30 
60 60 
90 90 
120 120 
Etc… Etc… 
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Table 3 - Using the anchor point rules... 
If the master’s max_sniff_subrate value were changed to 7, the value of j would increase to 2, allowing 
the master to skip some anchor points. To maintain optimal responsiveness of the link, skipping master 
anchor points is generally not a good idea. 

Master transmits @ Slave listens @ 
30 30 
 60 
90 90 
 120 
Etc… Etc… 

Table 4 - Skipping Master anchor points is discouraged, but may be allowed 
If instead , the slave’s max_sniff_subrate value were changed to 7, and the master’s to 3, the value of j 
would again be 2, allowing the slave to skip some anchor points. 

Master transmits @ Slave listens @ 
30 30 
60  
90 90 
120  
Etc… Etc… 

Table 5 - Skipping slave anchor points is allowed 
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3 Summary 
Hopefully this document has shed some light on the operation and use of sniff and sniff subrating mode. With 
careful selection of parameters and a lot of real world testing to verify required device responsiveness, these 
modes can provide significant power savings to Bluetooth-enabled devices. 
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